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Emergency
numbers
911

Emergency

089

Anonymous Report

López Obrador
puts democracy
at risk

800 00 26237
AMBER Alert

999 930 3200
TELCEL - 113

Secretary of Public
Security (SSP)

999 924 9242
999 923 2971
TELCEL - 116

As he usually does, AMLO anticipated events and
launched a series of offensive epithets against
the march in defense of the INE on Sunday, November 13th, 2022.
“They are very corrupt,
they are thieves.” “And
how can they not be if
those who promote this
movement were those
who supported the looting of the country in the
last 36 years from 1983 to
2018.” “What they want
is to continue stealing
because they never have
enough, they want to
maintain their privileges.”

Fire Department
AMLO continued: “Even if
they go to Church on Sundays
they have no love for the people”, They should not assume
themselves as democrats either, because they have participated in electoral fraud.
Sure, we all remember the
most memorable of those

999 983 0227
999 983 0306
Red Cross

999 944 2688
999 944 2470
800 719 8633
TELCEL - 118

alleged frauds: the one in
2006, when AMLO competed against Felipe Calderón...
and lost. AMLO’s childhood
narcissism and megalomania
prevent him from accepting
any defeat.
The difference was minimal, but the count favored
his opponent. Recognizing
defeat is an essential principle for democracy, if you
have been defeated and you
refuse to accept it, you create distrust in the electoral
institutions.
AMLO knows his popularity is not growing, so he wants
to wipe out the INE, and take
full control of the electoral
process in the 2024 presidential election.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom

Civil Protection

071

Federal Electricity
Commission

999 942 0060
Merida Police

066 / 999 930 3200
State Attorney
General’s Office

999 930 3250 Ext. 41008

Forensic Medical Service

999 924 8769
999 923 5336
999 928 8311 Ext. 109, 111
Civil Protection Merida

911 / 999 983 0243
Ambulances

999 922 5656

IMSS T1 Clinic

999 942 0112

Hospital Admissions

999 924 4000
AYUNTATEL

Merida councilor
María Fernanda Vivas
Sierra insists on animal
registration at CEMCA
Authorities are asking for a strategy to control the animals that enter the Municipal Animal Control Center
(Centro Municipal de Control Animal (CEMCA), in order to find lost dogs and cats more easily.
María Fernanda Vivas Sierra,
Councilor for Mérida 2021 –
2024, and President of the
Permanent Commission of
Health and Ecology stated
that to date, no work has
been done on the strategy
which consists of a program
focused on the operators of
the units that capture the
reported animals on the
streets of Merida.
She explained that the intention is to train them to be
able to treat the animals in

a correct manner, and take
photographs of the animals
and to register each of the
captures on a daily basis,
because in the end, the first
place the owners will visit to
look for their lost pet should
be the kennel (CEMCA).
“Protocols must be established and a record must
be made of each and every animal that enters the
premises because the Yucatecan society is having a
very serious problem, I am

not only talking about stray
dogs (which is also a Public Health problem), but the
people is getting insensitive
with all types of animals
that, day by day, get lost for
the human indifference,” Vivas Sierra concluded.
It was remarked that
the animals are collected through reports, which
makes it easier to find those
that could get lost in any of
the city’s neighborhoods.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom

Maya Politic Southeast
@MayaPolitic
Mérida City Council activates
the first generation of the CEMCA Volunteer Program.
This program is part of Mayor
Renán Barrera’s strategies
to promote the culture of
responsible canine and feline
adoption in the Municipality.
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Police brutality against
journalist in Merida,Yucatan
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Photo by Max
Böhme - Unsplash

Reporter Gabriel Chan, of the Diario de Yucatán, was violently detained by police officers of the Secretariat of Public Security (SSP)
while he was carrying out his journalistic work.
Chan was covering an accident in the western part of
Mérida and, upon arriving at
the site of the accident, he
parked his motorcycle on
one of the adjacent streets.
At that moment, a police officer approached him
and, in an arrogant manner,
tried to impede his journalistic work. Chan told the
SSP police officer that he
was only doing his job, that
he would take some photographs and leave.
Far from understanding,
the officer blocked the communicator’s path and pushed
him to intimidate him; Gabriel Chan simply replied that
he was on the public highway doing his job.
However, the police officer pushed the Diario de
Yucatán reporter again;
and when he faced the officer a third time, he was
violently subdued, handcuffed, and later put him
inside a police car.
After almost an hour, a
superior commander of
the Sector Poniente ar-

rived and spoke with the
two policemen. In the end,
Gabriel Chan was released
because he had committed
no crime at all.
Chan said he will file a
formal complaint with the
State Attorney General’s
Office and will also go to
the Special Prosecutor’s
Office for the Attention to
Crimes Committed against
Freedom of Expression of
the Attorney General’s Office (Fiscalía Especial para
la Atención de Delitos com-
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Endangered “Tigrillo”
becomes roadkill in
Baca,Yuc.
A Margay (Tigrillo) was run over and found dead
on the Motul-Baca section of the highway.
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etidos contra la Libertad de
Expresión de la FGR).
The Special Prosecutor’s
Office for the Attention of
Crimes Committed against
Journalists (FEADP) was
created by agreement of
the Attorney General’s Office in 2006, to guarantee
the personal and patrimonial security of journalists
in Mexico and for them to
fully develop their freedom
of expression.
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The corpse of the animal
was left lying on the shoulder of the highway, on the
the Hilí-Baca section, near
the “Bugambilias” ranch.
Drivers lament that the
habitat of the local fauna is
being lost due to the action
of the real estate companies that have bought large
extensions of land for the
construction of houses.
These lands are being
devastated by heavy machinery that destroys the

existing vegetation, and
consequently, the local fauna looks for other spaces to
cross the road without being
run over, these poor animals
are just trying to survive.
Activistis consider that it
would be convenient for the
corresponding authorities
to take action on the matter to regulate this situation
and not end the habitat of
these species.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom
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Renan Barrera requests the Ministry of Foreign
Relations to strengthen tourism promotion
The Mayor of Merida, Renan Barrera Concha, participated in the First Congress for the Internationalization of Mexican Municipalities organized by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where he assured that the city councils are willing to work to include themselves in global agendas and create international collaborative ties to promote tourism activity in the country.
At the inauguration of the First
Congress, Barrera Concha, who
attended as Mayor of Merida and
President of the Association of
Capital Cities of Mexico (ACCM),
presented the concerns of the
group in light of the decrease in
strategies focused on promoting tourism in the cities, especially with the disappearance of the
Tourism Promotion Council, which
meant the end of the consolidation
of Mexico as a destination for international visitors.
For his part, the Secretary of
Foreign Relations, Marcelo Ebrard
Casaubon, reiterated that they
are working to continue creating
links and work agendas so that

cities can continue building relationships with multinational companies to promote economic spillover and employment.
He also stressed that they are
working on the recovery of economies after this pandemic, through
multinational efforts to create new
collaborations between countries.
Upon attending as a guest of the
Foreign Ministry for the inauguration ceremony and participation in
the work tables, the Mayor of Merida indicated that, in the absence of
a Tourism Promotion Council, these
national and international collaboration efforts will be necessary to
generate greater economic flow
and more sources of employment.

This purpose is to present to
the municipalities the programs
and projects offered by the Ministry of Foreign Relations to meet
their needs from an international
perspective and provide a space
for the country’s municipalities to
listen to the various projects and
areas of opportunity, Barrera Concha informed that Mérida held a
respectful and cordial dialogue
with the ambassadors of the sister countries of Latin America, the
Caribbean, and Europe, to make
them aware of the advantages and
strengths of Mérida.
Our capital cities, he added, wish
to consolidate this type of synergies with the embassies of the dif-

ferent countries with dignified representation in Mexico, such as the
meetings we have held in Merida
with ministers, delegates, representatives and ambassadors from
countries such as France, Vietnam
and Korea.
Renan Barrera explained that
Merida has a relevant importance
in the diplomatic field since 11
consulates of foreign nations are
established in the city, such as:
France, Lebanon, Belize, Korea,
Germany, Cyprus, Cuba, Spain,
Honduras, United States of America and Colombia.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom
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10Facts about the Revolución Mexicana
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3

Women were of extreme importance; they
even participated in combat strategies
and were known as “Las Soldaderas” (The
Soldaderas).
Mexico holds the record for the shortest
presidential term in the world. Pedro José
Domingo de la Calzada Manuel María Lascuráin Paredes, governed Mexico from
February 19, 1913, from 5:15 p.m. to 6:00
p.m., only 45 minutes! as he resigned his
office to cede it to Victoriano Huerta.
It is believed that Emiliano Zapata used a
double for some public events, due to the
government siege.

to official data, the Mexican
4 According
7
Revolution left a death toll of one million,
but it is estimated that 300 thousand did
not die in this conflict, but of disease. Mexico at that time suffered from smallpox, typhoid, malaria, and Spanish influenza.
phrase “effective suffrage, no re5 The
election” was not the work of Francisco I.
Madero, but of Porfirio Diaz against Benito Juarez.
was present during the rev6 Photography
olution, collecting for us unique scenes
and personalities of Mexico.

8

The ideals of the Mexican Revolution were
embodied in the Mexican Constitution of
1917, the most advanced of its time.
The Adelita’s song was composed by Sergeant Antonio Gil del Rio and was serenaded to nurse Adela Velarde Perez in Gomez Palacio, Durango.

to research, Francisco Villa mar9 According
ried at least 27 times and had 26 children.
Villa, Venustiano Carranza and
10 Pancho
Plutarco Elías Calles, great enemies in life,
ended up together at the Monument to
the Revolution.

Salvador Alvarado: The
Revolutionary General who
became Governor of Yucatán
Salvador Alvarado was born on
September 16, 1880, in Culiacán,
in the Mexican state of Sinaloa to
Timoteo Alvarado and Antonia Rubio. As a young man, he moved to
the port of Guaymas and worked as
a pharmacist.
In 1906, he joined the Partido Liberal Mexicano (Mexican Liberal Party) whose members were against
the re-election of President Porfirio
Díaz and began participating in
clandestine activities for Díaz’s opponent Ricardo Flores Magón.
In 1910, Alvarado joined the Anti-Reelectionist Party in Sonora, and
two years later he was a general of
the Constitutionalist Army under
the orders of Venustiano Carranza
On 27 February 1915, Carranza
named Alvarado Governor and military commander of Yucatán. By 19
March, 1915, Alvarado was in control
of the capital of Yucatan.
Alvarado took six months after
arriving in Mérida to evaluate the
conditions he found, gathering data
from all social levels assisted by local Yucatecos. He forged a coalition
to restructure society.
One of his first actions was to address the situation of the Maya peasants and liberate them from serfdom (a form of slavery), prohibiting

their confinement, forced retention
of their children, and whipping and
other corporal punishment. He canceled their indenture debts with the
landowners and established laws
for women and child laborers, defining maximum hours, minimum pay,
mandatory rest periods, health and
safety standards.
His vision was to change the almost feudal Hacienda system into
a capitalist system converting the
peasants into true proletarian workers with rights, and paid wages, to
increase production for the Henequin plantation owners
Alvarado was a widower when he
arrived in Yucatán. After a lengthy
courtship, he married Laura Manzano, a local young woman of modest
means.
In 1921, Venustiano Carranza was
assassinated and Álvaro Obregón
became president after a brief internship by Adolfo de la Huerta.
Obregón saw Salvador Alvarado as
a political opponent, and he had to
flee Yucatán. Alvarado was relentlessly pursued by Obregón’s men
and he was finally executed in a
place called Rancho El Hormiguero
in the road between Tenosique and
Palenque on June 10, 1924.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom
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The Yucatan Awaits
A column by anthropologist
Indalecio Cardeña Vázquez

In the Yucatecan collective memory, a
warlike event that occurred in the city
of Valladolid, from June 4 to 9, 1910, is
remembered as the “the spark of the
Revolution”, and is referred to as the
event that contributed to the detonation, if not that triggered the popular
rebellion in Mexico against President
Porfirio Díaz, which began on November 20 of that same year.
Although this event occurred in
the context of the discontent already
generalized in the country, against the
dictator Porfirio Diaz, which had not
yet reached its armed expression; In
Yucatan –just as in other states of the
Mexican Republic, such as Chihuahua,
Durango, or San Luis Potosí, where
there were armed encounters caused
by various reasons– Valladolid’s inhabitants are proud of this fact and
do not hesitate to point it out as the
antecedent that triggered the Mexican Revolution.
The event in Valladolid was of a regional political nature, but it was totally linked to the authoritarianism of
President Díaz and the opposition to
his government, strengthened by the
visit that the previous year, June 26,
1909, made to Yucatán by Francisco I.
Madero, where José María Pino Suárez
was present, founder in Yucatán of
the Antireelectionist Party, created
the previous month, May 22, 1909, in
Mexico City.
In January 1910, elections for governor were to be held in Yucatán, since
the mandate of Olegario Molina Solís
(1906–1910), represented by Enrique
Muñoz Arístegui, as interim governor,
concluded, since Molina Solís had been
called by President Porfirio Díaz. to
occupy the Ministry of Development,
Colonization, and Industry since 1907.
In 1909, Muñoz Arístegui was appointed official candidate for the
following period, 1910–1914, with the
approval of Molina Solís and Porfirio
Díaz. Then, in opposition to that candidacy, the political party “Independent Electoral Center” was created in
Yucatan on July 9, 1909, which nominated Delio Moreno Canton.
Muñoz Arístegui persecuted the opposition, imprisoning the president of
the Antirreelectionist Party and issuing arrest warrants against José María
Pino Suárez, candidate for governor
of that party, and the other candidate:
Delio Moreno Cantón, originally from

WWW.THEYUCATANTIMES.COM

The “spark” that ignited
the Mexican Revolution
in Valladolid, Yucatán
Valladolid, Yucatán. , and nephew of
former Yucatecan Governor Francisco
Cantón Rosado, 1898–1901, for alleged
crimes of rebellion.
The Military Instruction Court carried out raids and searches of notaries’ offices and homes of opposition
figures, imprisoning some and causing others to flee abroad.
Once the elections were held, Enrique Muñoz Arístegui was declared
constitutional Governor, he took office on February 1, 1910.
However, the discontent continued
and so in Valladolid on June 4 of that
year, an armed uprising took place that
ignored the legality of the elections
for governor of Yucatan held that year,
since, according to the rebels, the opponents were persecuted with arrest
warrants, which disqualified them from
exercising their civic rights.
Among the rebels were Miguel Ruz
Ponce, Maximiliano Ramírez Bobadilla, and Atilano Albertos, who took
the city of Valladolid into their power,
thus forming a group of fifteen hundred rebels.
The state government sent a military detachment made up of six hun-

dred men. On the other hand, on June
7, the 10th Federal Battalion arrived at
the port of Progreso, coming from Veracruz, aboard a navy ship.
On June 9, both military forces
launched an attack on the square
where the rebels fought, despite their
lack of experience and military organization, as well as the fact that they
fought with percussion weapons, and
they were defeated.
The confrontation lasted five hours,
and at the end of the combat, 84 men
died, and 132 were wounded, between
both parties, capturing 119 rebels,
while other rebels managed to flee.
An extraordinary court martial was
established, which sentenced the
leaders Maximiliano Ramírez Bobadilla, Atilano Albertos and José E. Kantún
to the firing line. Many of the prisoners
were sentenced to armed service and
forced labor in the then-territory of
Quintana Roo.
The process was opened against
the fugitives Ruz Ponce, Claudio Alcocer, Donato Bates, and others who
managed to get to safety,
The sentence was fulfilled on June
25 of that year.

For The Yucatan Times, Indalecio
Cardeña Vázquez
Merida, Yucatan November 09, 2022
Anthropologist, researcher and
writer. Among his anthropological
works are the iconographic analysis of
the colonial sacred art of the Yucatan Peninsula, the Mayan symbolism
in the Yucatan Cathedral and Izamal’s
archaeoastronomy among others.
Professor Cardeña has written several publications since the mid 1980’s to
this date.
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“Maquech” the living
jewel of the Yucatan
This is the legend of a beautiful princess whose hair resembled
the wings of a swallow. She was called Cuzán, the Maya word for
bird. She was also the favorite daughter of Ahnú Dtundtunxcaán,
the Great Lord of the region.
As soon as Cuzán was old enough
for marriage, her father arranged a
union with the son of Halach Uinic
of the city of Nan Chan. Her fiancé
was the prince Ek Chapat, future
lord of the kingdom. But one day,
when the princess went to thank
her father for the treasures he had
plundered in a recent war which he
had given to her, she found her father accompanied by a handsome
youth named Chalpol, which means
“red head”, so named because of his
flaming red hair.
From that moment on, their souls
were trapped in a bond of fire. They
swore to never forget each other,
and they passionately pledged their
love under the sacred Ceiba tree,
where the gods heard their mortal
pleas. When the king found out that
Chalpol was his daughter’s lover, the
king ordered him to be put to death.
Cuzán begged her father not to kill

him, promising she would never see
him again and that she would obediently accept her role as wife of the
prince of Nan Chan.
In the solitude of her bedroom,
the princess walked the path of mystery. During the silence of the night,
she was called to present herself to
Halach. Then a wizard appeared, offering her a beetle, saying: “Cuzán,
here is your beloved Chalpol. Your
father granted him his life, but asked
me to change him into an insect for
having the audacity to love you.” The
princess took him into her hands, and
said these words to him: “I will never
leave you and I will keep my promise.”
The best jeweler of the kingdom
covered him with precious stones
and attached a fine gold chain
to his tiny foot. As soon as it was
ready, she attached it to her chest
and said: “Maquech, you are a man,
hear my heartbeat, you will live here

always. I have sworn to the gods
to never forget you.” And she added: “Maquech, the gods have never
known a love as intense and alive as
this which consumes my soul.”
That is how princess Cuzán and
her beloved Chalpol, who became
Maquech, loved each other through
the passage of time.
The reality is that today, in the
XXI century, the Maquech is a defenseless insect sold as a souvenir in
Mérida and other Yucatecan cities,
mainly in points of tourist interest,
such as the Lucas de Galvez market,
García Rejón Bazar, Santa Ana Market and other handicraft shops in
the Historic Center of Mérida.

The species is not considered officially endangered, but there are
people who collect these insects in
the forest to commercialize them.
There are no official regulations
established for the proper care of
this animal, they are usually kept in
glass or acrylic containers.
The Maquech, or any other insect
is not designed to resist the weight
of the rhinestones on its back. The
beetle does not have the mechanical
ability to distribute the load, which
many times exceeds the weight of
the specimen, so it is clearly an act
of animal cruelty.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom

Mexican
Muralism
In Mexico there was a series of revolutionary
changes for the country in political, economic, and social terms, known as the “post-Revolution”, these changes began after the promulgation of the Constitution of 1917 and the
end of the struggle of revolutionary factions;
having its peak when Mexico was declared a
“State of War” during World War II.
This period witnessed a series of changes
in the structure of public administration along
with the strengthening of governments and
new public figures, hand in hand with the opening of political ideologies that began to fulfill
important functions in the construction of the
foundations of the State that gave birth to the
institutions we know today.

During this decade, an artistic movement
arose in which renowned artists in the country participated, expressing their vision of the
Mexican identity and the social and political
situation of the country, known as muralism,
distinguished by the educational purpose of
spreading part of the Mexican culture and life
to the people, for this same reason most of
the works were painted on the walls of public
buildings. Although the initiative of the muralists to paint on the walls of public buildings
began in 1910, it was not until 1920 that the
movement as such began.
The main Mexican muralists were David Alfaro Siqueiros, José Clemente Orozco, and
Diego Rivera.

From Porfirismo to the
Revolution, by David
Alfaro Siqueiros
On the right side of the mural is Porfirio Díaz surrounded by his cabinet, with an attitude of contempt
and unconcern, he steps on the Constitution of 1857.
It also shows the decadence of Porfirismo: the cancan dancers entertain the bourgeois and aristocrats
while the people live in slavery and ignorance. In the
middle is depicted the Cananea strike, which marks
the beginning of the revolutionary struggle. Three
famous revolutionaries carry a dead worker, a victim
of repression. Siqueiros reproduced phrases alluding to the Revolution, spoken by Francisco I. Madero
and Ricardo Flores Magón.
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Dream of a Sunday
Afternoon in the Alameda
Central, by Diego Rivera

Katharsis, by
Clemente Orozco
Katharsis is defined as an orgy of color and dynamic
forms that represent the allegory of war and disintegration, using elements such as weapons, masses
of people, fighting and of course chaos, the element
that stands out the most. He also represented prostitution in the “whores” they have, symbolizing the
abandonment of moral values.
This chaotic composition amplifies in an incredible way the drama of the scene. A clear tendency towards the dramatic and sinister with which he
wanted to send a message of alarm to the Mexican
country that, like his work, was burning in flames.

Diego Rivera influenced hundreds of artists during
the first half of the 20th Century.
In his monumental mural, he depicts several historical figures from different periods and origins,
from an indigenous woman who lives in anonymity, to Frida Kahlo, and of course a self-portrait. The
Catrina dressed in a gala dress, represents the misery, political mistakes, and hypocrisy of an entire
society, together with her creator José Guadalupe
Posada. Surrounding the central figures are writers, politicians, and historic characters, arranged in
chronological order. On the left is the conquest, the
colonial period, independence, and of course the
European intervention. On the right side are the revolution, the farmers’ movements, and the proletarian struggle.
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RBD TOUR 2022
When

Thu Nov 17, 2022

Time

5:00 pm

Where

Estadio Kukulcan Alamo

FESTIVAL DEL PULQUE
Date &
Time

Fri Nov 18, 2022 at 3:00 pm
to Nov 19, 2022 11:59 pm

Where

Arrabaret Colectiva, calle 126 1011
plantel Poniente, Mérida,Yuc.

Weekly Events
Mexican Night/Baile Folklorico

Slow food market

A celebration that brings together music, traditional dances from other
regions of the country, singers, dancers, actors and performers at the
head of Merida’s main avenue. You can also find stalls selling handicrafts,
food and typical drinks from the region.

A place where you will find fresh local products directly from the producer, free of chemicals and hormones, as well as delicious vegan and
vegetarian food.

October 8th, 2022 from 8pm to 10pm (Repeated every Saturday)
Location: Remate, Paseo Montejo. 47th Street by 56-A, Centro.
Free entry

Pok Ta Pok
An ancestral sports ritual also known as ball game. Get to know the mayan
tradition that has lasted for hundreds of years!
October 8th, 2022 at 8pm (Repeated every Saturday)
Location: San Idelfonso Cathedral. Plaza de la Independencia, Calle 60, Centro.
Free entry

Trova
A beautiful evening of romantic music, where each week a trio of troubadours will delight the audience with a set of timeless classic Yucatecan
and Mexican songs. The troubadours are the Yucatecan mariachis who
serenade you at night.
October 11th, 2022 at 8pm (Repeats every Tuesday) *Limited seating
Location: Olimpo Cultural Center. 62st x 61st y 63st, Centro.

Vaquería Yucateca
Jarana is a typical Yucatán tap dance where there are no fixed steps or
differentiation between men and women, everyone performs their own
dance pieces.
October 10th, 2022 at 9pm (Repeats every Monday)
Location: Palacio Municipal. Parque plaza grande, Calle 60, Centro.
Free entry

Biciruta
October 9th, 2022 from 8am to 12:30pm (Repeated every Sunday)
Location: Paseo de Montejo

October 8th, 2022 from 9am to 1pm (Repeated every Saturday)
Location: Plaza Colón. 72nd Street, García Ginerés.
Free entry

Symphony String Quartet
October 6th, 2022 (All Day)
Location: Hacienda Xcantun by Angsana
Reservations: 9999302140

Noche Latinoamericana
The university band Itzé Quiché from UADY will perform for a musical evening.
October 14th, 2022 at 8pm
Location: Centro Cultural de Mérida Olimpo
Free entry
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Crossword
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

Word Puzzle

Horizontal
2 West Germanic language belonging to the Indo-European language family, which originated
in the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of England
3 1952 novel by John Steinbeck made into a film,
starring James Dean
6 Founded in 1534 is the oldest company across
North America
8 Musa paradisiaca is the most consumed fruit in
the world.
10 His first company founded was Zip2 in the mid 90s
12 Singing group formed from the family of a former Austrian naval commander

Vertical
1 Spanish painter, sculptor, known for co-founding
the Cubist movement
4 Italian-American actor, star of blockbusters such
as Grease and Saturday Night Fever.
5 Evil spirit from the East Coast forests of Canada
and the Great Plains region of the United States
7 23rd President of the United States - Last name
9 First Mesoamerican culture to cultivate the cacao tree in 1500 B.C.
11 Longest hiking-only footpath in the world. Measures 2,190 miles in length. Initials

Sudoku

Let’s talk money

DOLLAR,YEN,PESO,POUND,YUAN,RUBLE,REAL,EURO

Find the answers at the link: https://www.theyucatantimes.com/
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THE FLAVOURS OF THE YUCATAN PENINSULA

Dulce de
Calabaza
A traditional Yucatecan dessert popular
this time of the year

The Yucatecan Calabaza is a type of squash of the Cucurbita moschata variety that grows in the tropical areas of the
American continent and is widely used in the cuisine of many
countries.
And this time of the year arrives, the Dulce de Calabaza with
Piloncillo arrives with it. This is a traditional Yucatecan dessert
that you simply cannot miss.

Ingredients
• 2 1/2 cups of water
• 4 Pieces of Piloncillo in
pieces
• 2 pieces of cinnamon
• 6 cloves

• 1 piece of star anise
• 2 oranges cut into
quarters
• 1 Kilogram of Yucatecan
squash cut into pieces

Instructions
First, heat the water with the piloncillo, cinnamon, clove,
anise and orange until it boils.
Then add the Yucatecan squash cut into pieces and cook
over high heat for 20 minutes; finish cooking over low heat for
10 more minutes or until the squash is cooked and add honey
if you want to thicken it slightly.
Serve the Dulce de Calabaza damped in the Piloncillo honey
and enjoy.

Nutritional facts
• Squash is one of the vegetables with the highest content of vitamin A and potassium.
• The Yucatecan squash contains lycopene which helps to prevent
prostate, lung, stomach and bladder cancer.
• It is good during the pregnancy stage as it is rich in vitamins and
minerals. It also contains folic acid, key for the healthy development of the baby.
• It will protect you from the sun’s rays with its high concentrations
of flavonoids.
• It is low in calories, contains fiber, is a diuretic and is also depurative.
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San Simon
style turkey

Turkey San Simón, a fusion of two typical dishes with an
incomparable flavor (Relleno Blanco and Escabeche).
Yucatecan cuisine is the result of a
fusion between pre-Hispanic cuisine and Spanish cuisine resulting
from colonization.
San Simón is a characteristic stew
of Cansahcab, it is not known exactly when they began to cook it, but
it turns out to be one of the most
preferred by the Cansahcabeños. It
is recommended to eat this stew in
the town of Cansahcab.
There are several versions about
its origin. Some say that Father Celestino Chiclín Tec, originally from
the town of Cenotillo, came from
Villa de Espita, to take charge of the
parish, it is said that he brought the
recipe and that was when the San
Simón stew was known in Cansahcab . It is mentioned that the priest
used to eat it frequently.
It is possible that the San Simon
arrived from Cuba to Yucatan at the
beginning of the 20th century. It is a
festive or Sunday stew, very similar
to the three-meat stew.
Another version is that the Herrera family from Cansahcab had Mr.
Domingo Sánchez “Chumin” as their
cook, and that one day they went for
a walk to the city of Izamal, being

there, in a home they visited they
were served the stew and the Herrera family liked it so much that they
asked for the recipe to be passed on
to their cook.
There are also comments that a
head of the railway station in Cansahcab named Juan N. Peniche,
originally from the town of Espita,
could be the one who brought the
recipe for such a tasty stew.
The fact is that several cooks in
Cansahcab started experimenting
with the stew, adding sliced 
fried
plantain, potatoes, olives, capers,
sliced toasted bread, making of its
presentation a true culinary variety.
By the way, practically nobody has
ever written about the origin of this
characteristic stew from Cansahcab.
It is worth mentioning that in the
city of Mérida, several restaurants
already include this dish on their
menu, and that for a certain time in
Cansahcab, Doña Alejandra Chan
prepared it at her home, which functioned as a restaurant, where people
from Dzidzantún, Motul, Temax and
surrounding towns used to attend to
have a plate of the tasty San Simón.
Valerio Buenfil, Chronicler of Motul.
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Mexican Senate approves Medical
Tourism international promotion
Senate authorizes Sectur and
the Health Secretariat to promote medical tourism in Mexico through the establishment
of programs, guidelines, criteria and quality standards to
encourage the arrival of foreign visitors.
The Mexican Senate approved a reform that seeks to promote “Medical
Tourism” in the country by establishing programs, guidelines, criteria
and quality standards to encourage
the arrival of foreign visitors seeking
different forms of health care.
The reform to article 7 of the
General Tourism Law, which was
unanimously endorsed and turned
over to the Federal Executive, establishes that the Ministry of Tourism will collaborate with the Ministry of Health in the establishment
of programs, guidelines, criteria
and standards regarding quality in
the provision of medical services in
the Medical and Health Tourism industry, as well as, celebrate agreements or any other act tending to
the promotion and development of
Medical and Health Tourism.

However, in a transitory article,
it underlines that the expenditures
that are generated due to the entry into force of this Decree will be
covered by this budget authorized
to the Ministry of Tourism, so no
extensions to its budget will be authorized for the current fiscal year
or subsequent ones as a result of
the entry into force of this Decree.
Which means that Medical or Health
Tourism Will be promoted, but there
is no extra money to carry out promotion activities.
It is argued that “our country has
the incomparable competitive advantage of having as neighbors the
main emitters of medical tourists
in the world (the United States and
Canada). Therefore, thanks to this
important factor, great advances can
be made in terms of health care.”
Since, we are not only recognized
for offering dental services or cosmetic surgeries in border cities. If
not, Mexico has managed to position itself in the Global Center for
Quality Medical Care.
According to what was pointed
out by Patients Beyond Borders2,
Mexico attracts from 200 thousand
to more than one million foreign patients a year, mainly from the states
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of California, Arizona, and Texas.
However, patients from Canada and
the UK are highly attracted to our
region due to the non-existent waiting times compared to their overburdened public health services.
In this understanding, according
to information from the Mexican
Council of the Medical Tourism Industry (CMITM), the most recurrent
medical care is heart disease, lung
disease, diabetes, and organ and tissue transplants, in addition to dental
treatments, where Mexico appears

as the first recipient of foreign patients for treatments of this type.
According to the International
Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, another of the specialties that
has shown a notable boom is that
of plastic surgery, since Mexico is
among the five countries in the
world with the highest demand for
this type of medical care, with extensive chances of becoming the
first power.
The Yucatan Times
Newsroom
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Investing in real estate
developments in Mérida
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Irving Alberto Escalante Castillo
irvingescalante@gmail.com
He is a Public Accountant from the Autonomous University of Yucatan.
He has a Master’s degree in Business Administration with a specialty in
Finance from Tec Milenio University. He has more than 20 years of experience in leadership of planning teams and execution of business projects, crisis management, and corporate finance. He has collaborated with
companies such as MEGAMEDIA where he served as Director of Administration and Finance, is a Partner of the firm CONSORCIO of the Finance
and Business division, Founding Partner and Executive Director of the
Instituto de Enseñanza Tributaria IDET CONSILIUM, a training company
specializing in legal, tax, patrimonial, managing partner of PROVIFIN, a
financial linkage firm that operates investment and direct credits to companies and business projects.

Speaking of “real
estate developments” refers to
a wide range of
investment opportunities: lots that are spaces of
land with urbanization, houses in
fenced or “private” áreas, residential
neighborhoods, commercial premises, vertical towers of mixed uses
such as housing - commerce - services, etc.
Any of these real estate developments require money. In recent
years, the owners of the land are
looking for a way to get hold of that
money to “do something on their
land” such as housing in any modality such as houses, “Townhouses”,
apartments, or mixed.
Money-seeking
opportunities
have arisen, and investors jump in in
hopes of earning high returns. Unfortunately, there have been frauds
or deals that have not gone as expected for many reasons, but mostly for the lack of a financial model
and no control over the execution.

When investing in a real estate
development, the banks do not finance the first part, which is the
paperwork, putting up fences, installing basic services, etc. People
invest, and it doesn’t necessarily
mean that they are buying a property, but there has to be certainty on
the project as a business opportunity. And this is where the financial
model that includes professional
planning comes in.
At PROVIFIN we make sure that
the real estate project has certainty
in several aspects:
• That there is a market for the product and the know to market it,
• The legal instrumentation,
• That yields and flows are obtained and
• That there is a competent leader.
TIPIRVING. Investing your money in real estate development is an
excellent option, but you must be
sure that this project has the proper
planning and legal instrumentation.
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Omara Residencial en
Tulum, Quintana Roo.
Price: $242,000 USD
Omara is a community of 34
apartments, a space that invites tranquility and relaxation
in an atmosphere where you
can appreciate the privacy for
which it was designed.

Antonio González
(999) 947 2292

Description
-

2 Rooms
2 Bathrooms
Kitchen
24 hour security
Private subdivision

The project was created thinking
of having complete harmony with
what Tulum represents; nature,
joy, delight, freedom and calm.
An environment that always welcomes and invites you to stay
and enjoy living in paradise from
the swaying of a hammock.

High End & Brand New
Beauty In Garcia Gineres
Price: $399,000 USD
Built new this year on a very quiet corner
of Garcia Gineres. Great Neighborhood!
Conveniently located to everything in
Centro Merida. 2-blocks to quick shop,
pharmacy, groceries, restaurants, Paseo
de Montejo & Centro are minutes away.

-

Land with Cenotes for
sale in Valladolid (magic town)
Price: $11,500.000 MXN
Wonderful land in tourist area, a
few kilometers from Valladolid,
just 5 km from the great park Engrane of Xcaret group. Area of developments and boutique hotels,
great potential for growth.

Adda Madariaga
(999) 949 0929

Description
- Land of 32 hectares
-

(323550 m2)
800m front
2 cenotes, one open of
20-25 meters in diameter
and the other closed.
Perimeter fence
Pozo
Light at the entrance
Excellent condition

Open Floor Plan
Great Kitchen
High Ceilings
Expensive Floors &
Moldings Throughout
Garage

-

A/C Inverters
Filtered Pool
Pool Bathroom
Ceiling Fans
Throughout
- H20 Well Pressurized

- Granite Countertops
- LED Illumination
Throughout

- LED Exterior Illumination

- All Furniture & Appli-

ances Included
Fideicomiso
Easy Lock-Up & Go
Private & Quiet
Everything Under Warrany to March 2023

Colm Cooney

(999) 169 6430
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